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Balloon measurements from Siple
Station during the 1980-1981

magnetospheric physics campaign

T. J . ROSENBERG

Institute for Physical Science and Technology
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

Balloon measurements of bremsstrahlung X-rays, direct-
current electric fields, and very-low-frequency (VLF) radiowave
emissions were made at Siple Station in December 1980 and
January 1981 as a cooperative effort of the Universities of Mary-
land, Houston, and Oslo. Field personnel included D. Detrick,
L. Lutz, D. Matthews, T. Rosenberg, and J . Siren of the Uni-
versity of Maryland and J. Benbrook, E. Bering, J. Roeder, W.
Sheldon, and E. Stansbery of the University of Houston. Mea-
surements of electric fields and X-rays covering a limited por-
tion of the Siple observations were obtained from balloon
flights in the conjugate region, conducted jointly by the Uni-
versities of California and Washington.

A summary of the Siple flights and information regarding
the conjugate measurements is given in the table. The duration
of most of the antarctic flights was 20-40 hours. Consequently,
comprehensive coverage was available at all local times for
comparisons with VLF transmissions and ground-based
recordings.

The processing and analysis of data from this flight series
are still in a very early stage. Some highlights of the Siple
balloon data and related ground-based measurements include
examples of the conjugacy of wave-particle correlations among
X-ray microburst/pulsation activity, VLF radiowave emissions,
and ultra-low-frequency (uLF) magnetic and electric field pul-
sations; the relationship of impulsive relativistic electron pre-
cipitation to the onset of a magnetic storm main phase; evi-
dence of the drift of small-scale precipitation regions; the local
time dependence of ionospheric absorption and its relation to
the flux and energy spectrum of precipitated electrons; and the

relationship of observed VLF emission features to the spatial
separation of balloon and ground receivers.

Information on the location and drift rate of balloons with
respect to Siple is needed in order to interpret properly the
effects arising from the spatial separation of balloon and
ground measurements. Such information was obtained in sev-
eral cases by onboard ranging instruments. The figure illus-
trates the range and bearing data for flight 7 (see table). The
mean wind speed for all flights, once the nominal float altitude
(, 10 millibars) was reached, was 10 knots. However, it wasIV

not uncommon, as is seen in the figure, for the balloon to
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Range and bearing of Siple balloon flight 7. The balloon was
launched at 1606 universal time (ur) on 31 December 1980 and
reached a stable float altitude of 9 millibars at 1808 UT to the east
(geographically) of Siple Station. From this time on, the balloon
drifted in a nearly constant westward direction at a mean speed
of approximately 10 knots.

Siple
flight

number

2
3b
4
5C
6
7
8
9

11
12

Launch date/
universal

time

11 Dec./0736
12 Dec./0629
15 Dec./0857
19 Dec./0925
30 Dec./0914
31 Dec./1 606
5 Jan./1114
7Jan./1 103

13 Jan./0230
14 Jan./0312

Flight summary, 1980-81

End date/
universal

time

11 Dec./1102
13 Dec./1100
16 Dec./0020
20 Dec./1 335
31 Dec./1715
1 Jan.!2100
7 Jan./01 30
7 Jan/i 500

14 Jan./1400
15 Jan./1249

Duration
(hours)

3.5
27.5
15.5
28
32
29
38

4
35.5
35.5

Instrumentation

X-ray/E-field/vLF
X-ray/E-field/vLF
X-ray/VLF
X-ray!E-field/vLF
X-ray/VLF
X-ray!E-field/vLF
X-ray/VLF
X-ray/E-field!vLF
X-ray/VLF
X-ray/VLF

aConjugate X-ray/E-field, 11 December, 0834-1350 universal time.
bconjugate X-ray!E-field, 12 December, 0842-1257 universal time.
CConjugate X-ray!E-field, 19 December, 1245-1434 universal time.
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stagnate for 1-2 hours at intervals of approximately 6 hours as
if it had encountered the nodes of a wave propagating slowly
in the azimuthal (westward) direction. Continuous measure-
ment of winds at the 10-millibar level in the atmosphere over
Antarctica (at 76°S) for extended intervals is rare, if not non-
existent. Thus, these results may have significance for mete-

orologists concerned with the dynamics of the polar strato-
sphere.

This work was supported in part by National Science Foun-
dation grants DPP 79-25014 and DPP 80-12901 and by Office of
Naval Research contract N00014-77-C-0423.

Whistler mode waves above the
Siple Station VLF transmitter

P. M. KINmER, R. BRnrAIN, and M. C. KELLEY

School of Electrical Engineering
Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14853

The Earth is surrounded by a region of plasma that radically
affects the propagation of low-frequency electromagnetic
radiation. The plasma consists of two components—a low
energy (thermal) component, which is responsible for the real
part of the very-low-frequency (VLF) dispersion relation, and
an energetic component, which is responsible for the imagi-
nary part of the VLF dispersion relation. The thermal plasma
produces the dispersion characteristics of whistlers, while the
energetic plasma produces VLF wave amplification. By a quirk
of nature, the optimal position on the surface of the Earth to
observe the effects of both the thermal and energetic plasma
on VLF signals is Siple Station. This has been verified by Hel -
liwell and Katsufrakis (1974). To gain a better understanding
of the physics of the wave-particle interaction between thermal
plasma, energetic plasma, and VLF signals, a program to mea-
sure the VLF signals and energetic plasma in situ above the
Siple transmitter was undertaken.

The experiment involves three identical sounding rocket
payloads. Each payload contains instrumentation to measure
plasma particles (University of Maryland) and VLF wave electric
and magnetic fields (Cornell University and University of
Southampton). The payloads were mounted on two-stage
sounding rockets and launched from Siple Station to an alti-
tude of roughly 200 kilometers. The launch times were chosen
to coincide with periods of both natural VLF activity and VLF
emissions stimulated by the Siple transmitter. We describe
here preliminary results from the VLF electric and magnetic
field receivers.

One goal of the sounding rocket campaign was to obtain
measurements during periods of natural VLF activity. An exam-
ple of VLF signals measured on the sounding rocket during a
period of intense natural activity is shown in figure 1. This
figure is a frequency-time-gray scale plot of electric (upper
panel) and magnetic (lower panel) fields observed near 180-
kilometer altitude above Siple Station. Two bands of contin-
uous emissions at about 1 kilohertz and between 3 and 5
kilohertz were present for the entire flight. Also present were
a variety of discrete emissions such as "risers" and "hooks."
Between 17:35:28 and 17:35:29 (universal time) at about 2.7
kilohertz a slowly descending tone was producing triggered
emissions. The descending tone was the two-hop echo from

SIPLE (ANTARCTICA) NT 18,204	20 December 1980
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Figure 1. Frequency-time-gray scale plots of natural very-low-fre-
quency activity measured on the second sounding rocket
launched from Siple Station, Antarctica, on 20 December 1980.

the Siple transmitter. The direct Siple transmission from below
the sounding rocket was not apparent on this record, which
implies that the transmitted signal amplitude was much
smaller than the amplitudes of the natural signals.

An example of a period when natural VLF signals did not
dominate the transmitted VLF signal from Siple is shown in
figure 2. In this case, a frequency-time-gray scale plot of the
magnetic receiver illustrates data taken near the apogee of the
third sounding rocket. The transmitted signal from Siple was

SIPLE (ANTARCTICA) ROCKET NT 18,205	10 January 1981

Figure 2. Frequency-time-gray scale plot of the signal transmitted
from Siple Station to the third sounding rocket, 10 January 1981.
Also visible are the two-hop echo of the transmitted signal and a
whistler.
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